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Type this in 12 point font, non bold, double spaced, paragraphs Indented, 

one Inch margins. Type your name at the top left hand corner. Write three or

four paragraphs addressing the following questions: 1 . What type of learning

style do I exalt the most? How did I develop this learning style? (Ponder... 

Was your mom or dad the same kind of learner? Did your grade 

schoolteacheremphasize this learning style, or were you Just born this way? I

feel I exalt a mixture of learning style. 

My most exalt learning style Is me being active while I'm learning. I like to 

have fun when I'm learning because that's the only way I feel I can retain 

Information. When things I'm learning seems boring, I tend to not focus and 

become uninterested no matter what It may be. My mom was the type who 

could learn thing no matter how they were presented. My dad learn things 

when it active for him to do so and hands on. I have to be literally doing 

something with what I am learning, otherwise it will take me a while to grasp

it. 

From what I was told by my parents, I was born active. I always watched 

something be done first, then I'm doing it minutes later. 2. When you 

thought about entering your program of study at ITT Tech, did your dominant

learning style have anything to do with your choice? How do you think your 

dominant interests and dominant learning styles are connected? I was 

always into computers andtechnology, so it was easy to decide on what 

program I wanted to take at ITT Tech. I chose NSA because I felt like it fit into

what I wanted to do for mycareer. 
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NSA is not just a 'sit at your desk" type career, it's a lot of moving around 

and hands on self that comes with it. With me having an active learning 

style, I felt NSA would be perfect for me. I enjoy training and teaching others 

to utilize computers and other technology. I also so felt that being in the NSA

field, you have to not only be active, but have an active mind as well. By 

dowelling Directions: Type this in 12 point font, non bold, double spaced, 

paragraphs indented, one inch margins. 

Type your name at the top left hand corner. Write three or four 1 . What type

of learning style do I exhibit the most? How did I develop this learning exhibit

a mixture of learning style. My most exhibit learning style is me being active 

feel I can retain information. When things I'm learning seems boring, I tend 

to not focus and become uninterested no matter what it may be. My mom 

was the type NSA is not Just a 'sit at your desk" type career, it's a lot of 

moving around and hands 
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